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Trumbull AYSO Rules Summary (2019)

No. Players per Team & Size of Ball

5U & 6U 3 v 3 No goalkeeper Size 3 ball
7U
8U

4 v 4
5 v 5

No goalkeeper
No goalkeeper

Size 3 ball
Size 3 ball

10U (incl. 9U)
14U (incl. 12U)

7 v 7
11 v 11

6 field + 1 goalkeeper
10 field + 1 goalkeeper

Size 4 ball
Size 4 ball

At 14U there must be at least 7 players (including the goal keeper) to have the minimum for a
game.

Length of Games

5U & 6U
7U & 8U

7 minute quarters
10 minute quarters

2 - 3 minutes between quarters
2 - 3 minutes between quarters

10U
14U

12 minute quarters
30-35 minute halves

2 - 3 minutes between quarters
5 minute half time

Equipment Rules

 Legal soccer cleats – no metal spikes, no cleat at toe, sneakers ok for 5U-6U.
 Shin guards – note: without shin guards, kids cannot play nor practice.
 Socks that COVER the shin guards, no exposed shin guards are allowed.
 Jersey and shorts of team colors (note - black, yellow and pink socks are allowed).
 Sweat shirts may be worn under the jersey on chilly game days.
 All players’ soccer cleats and shin guards should be checked prior to each game.

Unsafe Objects NOT Allowed at Practices or Games

 NO jewelry on fingers, earrings, or in hair
 NO necklaces or bracelets
 NO hard plastic hair clips (soft scrunchies or elastic bands are ok)
 NO hoodies are to be worn
 Any other item determined dangerous by the referee
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When Teams Can Substitute Players

 10U and under: substitute ONLY after each quarter unless a player is hurt. If a player
goes down and may be hurt, the referee should stop the game and allow for a
substitution. The restart is a drop ball at the point where the ball was when the referee
stopped the game, and given to one player of the team that last had possession

 14U: allows free substitutions on throw-ins, goal kicks and after a goal is scored. NO
substitutions are supposed to be allowed during corner kicks or direct/indirect free kicks. If
the opposing team is taking a throw-in and they are not substituting, then the other team
may not substitute. If the opposing team is making a throw in and wants to substitute, then
both teams can substitute.

Playing Time

Everyone must play a minimum of 2 quarters, or one-half of every game. No player can play all
4 quarters until everyone has played at least 3 full quarters.

Starts and Restarts

The majority of restarts are throw-ins, goal kicks, and corner kicks.  A kick off only takes
place at the beginning of each half (1st or 3rd quarter) and after a goal is scored. Teams
switch sides at the half, or end of 2nd quarter.

 Kickoffs: This is done at the start of the first and third quarters (or first and second
halves) and after each goal is scored.  Kicks are taken from the midfield line at the center
of the field. Defenders must remain outside of the center circle. Each team must remain in
their half of the field until the kicked ball moves (note it may be played back as well as
forward or to the side). A player taking a kick off, or any free kick, cannot touch the ball
again until another player touches the ball. An indirect free kick (IFK) is awarded to the
opposing team if a player taking a free kick touches the ball twice before another player
touches it. A kick off is a direct free kick (DFK) and a goal may be scored with it (although
rarely happens).

 Throw-ins (10U and 14U): A throw-in is awarded to the team that DID NOT last touch
the ball before completely crossing the touch lines (side lines). The entire ball must cross
the touch line to be considered out of bounds (or ruled a score if kicked into the opposing
teams goal). A ball on the line (whether touch line or goal line) is STILL IN PLAY.  A throw
in is performed when a player throws the ball back onto the field using both hands taking
the ball directly back and over the head. Both feet must maintain contact with the ground
when the ball is released. A player can touch the line with one or both feet but can not step
over the touch line.

o For 10U, if a player does not complete the throw-in properly, one retake throw-in is
allowed. If the second attempt fails, then the throw-in is awarded to the other team.

o For 14U a throw-in is awarded to the opposing team if the first attempt is not correct.  A
player taking the throw-in cannot touch the ball until touched by another player. An IFK
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is awarded to the other team if the player making the throw-in touches the ball before
another player touches the ball.

o For 7U/8U a pass-in is used for 7U and 8U instead of a throw-in.

o For 5U/ 6U coaches roll in a “new ball” (the ballmaster) whenever a ball is out of
play.

 Goal kicks: If the attacking team last touches the ball before crossing the goal line
being attacked AND without a goal being scored, then defending team is awarded a
goal kick. Any player on the defending team can take the goal kick, although this
typically done by either the goalkeeper or a rear defender. The ball must be stationary
on the ground and anywhere inside the goal box, or on the goal box line (called the “6
yard line” on a full-sized field). The ball is put into play as long as it kicked and moves
but does NOT have to clear the penalty area (box), a rule change in 2019. The kicker
cannot touch the ball again until touched by another player, or else an IFK is awarded
to the opposing team at the spot of the foul but no closer than the “6 yard line”.

 Corner kicks: If the defending team last touches the ball before crossing the goal line
without a goal being scored, then the attacking team is awarded a corner kick from the
corner closest to where the ball left the field. There is a 1-yard radius arc in each corner
and the ball is kicked from the ground from inside or on the line of the arc. The player
taking the kick can not touch the ball again until touched by another player. If the kicker
touches the ball again before another player does then an IFK is awarded to the opposing
team. Defenders to the corner kick must be approximately 10 feet away from the ball for
10U and below, and 10 yards away for 14U.

Free Kicks

 Direct Free Kick (DFK): This is a free kick that can score a goal directly from the kick
without the ball having to touch another player on the field. These are most commonly
awarded due to penal fouls (pushing, kicking, tripping, shoving, etc. and dissent to the
referee).

Usually DFKs are not awarded below 10U because players seldom intentionally commit
penal fouls. Unless a player is seriously and intentionally committing penal fouls to gain an
advantage, coaches should let the game continue. (Note below 10U, referees are not
used). If a DFK occurs, defenders must be approximately 10 feet away depending on age
when the kick is taken.

At 10U and above, the team taking the DFK can take it as quickly as they want without any
further signal from the referee as long as the ball is stationary.  Quick kicks are part of the
game and the players can dictate the pace. At 10U and below however, it is okay for
referees and coaches to give a verbal instruction to take the kick.

 Indirect Free Kick (IFK): This is a free kick that must touch another player on the field
before entering the net for a goal to be scored. If a player kicks the ball directly into the
opposing team’s goal on an IFK without another player first touching the ball, then a goal
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kick is awarded to the opposing team. IFKs are most commonly awarded because of
offside infractions (to the defending team), a player kicking the ball twice on a restart, or a
goalkeeping infraction (such as handling the ball on an intentional back pass, or taking too
long to distribute the ball after a save).

Hand Ball (or Illegal Handling of the Ball)

The hand ball occurs when, in the referee’s opinion, a player (other than the keeper inside his
or her own penalty area) INTENTIONALLY plays the ball with any part of his or her arm or
hand, or the contact has occurred as the result of the player making himself/herself “bigger”
(i.e. the arms up too wide or high). A DFK is awarded to the opposing team when a hand ball is
committed outside the penalty area. If it is committed by someone other than the goalkeeper by
the defending team in its own penalty area, then a penalty kick (PK) is awarded.

The key factor is the referee making a good judgment that it is intentional. Incidental contact
with a hand or arm should not be called unless the player is making himself or herself bigger.
The key question is, did the ball play (or bounce off) the arm or did the arm “play” the ball?
Using arms to protect oneself in a reflexive mode against a hard kick coming at the head or
chest area should not result in a hand ball being called for younger players.

End of Play

At the end or a quarter, or the first half, the referee blows the whistle 2 loud blasts to signal the
end of the period or the half. To end the 1st and 3rd quarters for younger players, the referee
should typically wait until the ball goes out of play (out of bounds, goal scored, a free kick) and
restart the following 2nd or 4th quarter with the appropriate restart. The half or game can end
regardless of where the ball is on the field when time is up, although most referees will let a
corner kick be played out, or not blow the whistle if one of the teams is very near the other
team’s goal (and let the “play” finish, i.e. either a goal is scored or the ball is played out of
bounds or cleared out by the defense). The end of the game is signaled by 3 blows of the
whistle.

The Advantage Rule

All serious fouls should be called at 10U and above.  For 10U and 14U the referee can apply
the Advantage Rule. If a player is fouled and the team however maintains possession, and is
still advancing down field, then the referee should apply “advantage” (a specific hand signal is
used and the referee also should say “play on”) and let the game continue without making a
call.

Offside Rule – 10U and 14U only

The main purpose of the Offside Rule (Law 11 of the LOTG) is to prevent a team from having
a player “camp” in front of an opponent’s goal waiting for an easy score. To call an offside
infraction, the referee must first determine if an attacking player is in an offside position when
the ball is played to him/her by a teammate.  For an offside position to occur, all three
conditions must occur:
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1. The attacking player must be in the offensive half of the field AND
2. The attacking player must be closer to the opponent’s goal line than the ball (i.e. in

front of the ball rather than behind it such as when dribbling) AND
3. The attacking player must be closer to the opponent’s goal line than the second to last

defender (which is typically the last field defender, but could be the goalkeeper)

For an offside infraction to be called, all the above must be true and the player in the offside
position must either be interfering with play, or gain an advantage, by being in the offside
position when the ball is played to him or her by a teammate. If a player is in an offside
position when a shot on goal is taken, even if a pass is not being made to that player, the
offside player can be interfering with play relative to the other teams defender(s) or goalkeeper
(such as obstructing their view).

If the player is at least even with the second to last defender when the ball is played, and then
races past the defender to get to the ball, this is part of the game and no offside is called. If a
player is in an offside position but far away from where the ball is played, he/she would be
considered not a material part of the play. A player in the offside position when the ball is
played to him/her by a teammate cannot simply run back to receive the ball ahead of the
second to last defender and still be considered onside.

When offside infraction is called, an IFK is awarded to the defending team at the point of
the infraction by the offside player.

Note, the Offside Rule is modified for 10U with the use of the Build-out Lines (starting in
2017).

There is no offside of 8U and below but coaches should not allow players to be
“goaltending”.

Build-out Lines (10U only – introduced in 2017)

The Build-out Line was introduced in 2017 as part of US Youth Soccer’s Player Development
Initiative (PDI) and promotes playing the ball out of the back with control in a less pressured
setting, rather than teaching players to send the ball a long distance down the field and chase
after it. It also allows more flexibility for young players by limiting where they can be offside.

The Build-out Line is marked midway between the penalty area line and the halfway line on the
field. When the goalkeeper has possession of the ball, either during play (a save) or for a goal
kick, the opposing team must move quickly and remain behind the build out line until the ball is
put in play. The goalkeeper is not required to wait until the opposing team is behind the line to
put the ball in play.

The goalkeeper can pass, throw or roll the ball into play. Punting in 10U is not allowed (punting
begins in 14U). If the goalkeeper punts the ball, restart is an indirect free kick on the penalty
area line parallel to the goal at the nearest point to where the infringement occurred. The ball is
considered in play (the opposing team can seek to play it) when it crosses the Build-out Line by
the defending team.
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In addition, no offside infractions can be called between the Build-out Lines, rather only between
the Build-out Line and the goal line.

Penalty Kick

Anytime a foul is committed that would be awarded a DFK and the foul is committed by the
defending team in its own penalty area, then a penalty kick is awarded to the attacking team.
The player taking the kick is identified to the goalkeeper. The ball is placed on the ground
halfway between the goal box line and the penalty area line in the center of the field.

The keeper must remain with at least one foot on the goal line (new rule in 2019) until the ball
is kicked, but they can move side to side along the goal line. All other players must remain
outside the penalty area and beyond the penalty arc until the ball is kicked.

If the shooter misses and it crosses the goal line, then a goal kick is awarded.  If the keeper
deflects the ball out of bounds over the goal line with no score made, then a corner kick is
awarded. A ball that is saved is a dead ball. A ball that is deflected is still a live ball.

NO HEADING AT ALL

Heading is not allowed at any age level in Trumbull AYSO, including 14U (even though US
youth soccer rules do allow it after 10U). This is for maximum safety, and heading in
recreational play most of the time is not material to the game as recreational players rarely
would head the ball with any precision (such as heading in a goal).

If a player heads a ball deliberately, an IFK is awarded to the opposing team at the spot where
the heading occurred.

Punting the Ball by Goalkeepers

Punting is allowed in 14U only. At 10U, goalkeepers may only throw or roll the ball into play after
a save.

No Goalkeepers Below 10U

There are no goalkeepers for 5U/6U and 7U/8U.

Injuries

The referee should stop play quickly by blowing the whistle if someone goes down and
appears possibly hurt. The referee should then signal tat player’s coach on the field to
examine/treat the player. The injured player will leaves the field if serious and a substitution
will be made. To restart play after an injury, the referee will use a dropped ball at the spot the
ball was last in play (when play was stopped). The ball is dropped to a single player of the
team that last had possession (not between two players, one from each team). The ball is in
play when it touches the ground. All other players are at least 10 feet (10U), or 10 yards
(14U), away based on age group.
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Concussion Awareness and Safety

In Trumbull AYSO, we err to maximum safety in the case of any hits to a player’s head (whether
ball to head, head to head contact between two players, head to ground in a fall, or being kicked
in the head). If the impact looks anything near significant, the coach will remove the player from
the game immediately, and that player’s parent(s) will be allowed to take “possession” of their
child for further examination and possible visit to a doctor (this will be their decision). Trumbull
AYSO does not want coaches making these assessments, rather medical professionals.
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Contact Between Players

Soccer is a contact sport and some incidental body bumping and contact is allowable as
long as the players are making fair charges for the ball (and not intentionally “playing the
other player”). However intentional excessive or reckless contact should be a foul. Arms
coming up and giving a player an unfair advantage are fouls.

In general, slide tackling is not allowed at 10U or below, and up to the referee at 14U. Any
legal slide tackle must contact the ball first (be “all ball”) and not the player, else it is a foul.

Referees

Referees control the game and call it according to the Laws of the Game (LOTG). The key
words on what might be considered subjective calls are “If in the opinion of the referee…”.
Coaches and fans should not question calls by the referees on the field, ever, period!

A referee’s call is final. Once the ball is put back into play no call can be reversed. If you
make a mistake and catch it before the restart then correct yourself. If you second guess
yourself after the ball is in play then “play on”.

Weather

Soccer can be played in the rain.  If there is lightning, then have the players must leave the
field. Only the Regional Commissioner or the AYSO Board can cancel games due to
weather. Any cancellations will be posted on the Trumbull AYSO website and on social
media.


